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l Heritage learners can highly benefit from ubiquitous learning approaches that connect in-classroom activit
tive on-site learning opportunities. However, teachers face the problem that the current landscape of technolo
port for learning Cultural Heritage mostly consists of mobile applications for informal contexts, complete
led from curricular activities. This paper presents the results of an exploratory-sequential mixed-metho
at focuses on the feasibility, for non-technical expert teachers, of repurposing an existing mobile applicati
al Cultural Heritage ubiquitous learning situations. Such feasibility is explored from the perspective of t
ration metaphor. More specifically, we used the “5+3 aspects orchestration framework” to understand t
ration challenges of four ubiquitous learning situations about Cultural Heritage carried out in two seconda
. These situations involved five teachers and 139 students who used a mobile application called Casual Lea
ral weeks. The results of the study suggest that, after a brief training, teachers can design, enact, and orche
iquitous learning situations that involve both in-classroom and out-classroom activities. The teachers we
transfer to the students most of the orchestration load of out-classroom activities. The results also showed th

of learning artifacts and information between in- and out-classroom activities is a critical issue that needs
essed by developers of ubiquitous learning technological solutions.

ds: ubiquitous learning, orchestration, Cultural Heritage, mobile applications

oduction

tural Heritage is an interdisciplinary and heterogeneous field that aims to give a holistic view about past a
societies (Winter, 2013). This field includes the artistic, historical, cultural, economical, ethnographic, a

ogical aspects of these societies (Lucas-Palacios, 2018). Learning Cultural Heritage is part of secondary ed
n most European countries since it is considered of major importance (Sonkoly and Vahtikari, 2018; Coun
pe, 2005): it promotes critical thinking about past and present societies, student’s self-identity, and the pres
f historical monuments (Greene et al., 2014; Winter, 2013).

tural Heritage learners highly benefit from active on-site learning. Learners obtain a better understanding a
view of a monument and its context when visiting it than when studying it in a book (Greene et al., 201
2013). This is why, traditionally, school trips are organized to visit Cultural Heritage sites. However, the

quire a significant amount of time and are both economically and logistically complex to implement (Ch’
020; Greene et al., 2014). Hence, culturally enriching field trips are in decline (Ch’ng et al., 2020; Ericks
022). Some researchers have explored alternatives to school trips, such as serious games (Mortara et a
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r virtual reality applications (Ch’ng et al., 2020). However, research evidence suggests that these types
ogical solutions cannot replace the experience of visiting the actual monument (Ch’ng et al., 2020; Morta
014). A di↵erent approach relies on existing mobile applications that o↵er on-site learning opportunities wh
r is close (or is visiting) a museum (Abril-López et al., 2021; Ruotsalo et al., 2013) or a Cultural Herita
rmoso et al., 2015; Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021b). The learning opportunities triggered by these applicatio
mes developed for touristic purposes) are informal in nature (Marsick and Watkins, 2001) since they happ
pitously and independently of the formal learning context of their users. However, if these applications cou
in conjunction with formal contexts of Cultural Heritage learning, they could potentially help to overcome t

entioned problem in the organization of field trips. Indeed, this connection between on-site and in-classroo
has been the focus of the so-called ubiquitous learning (UL), which is especially interesting for learni

l Heritage (Alkhafaji et al., 2020).
is sometimes defined as “using mobile technologies to facilitate learning” (Hwang and Tsai, 2011). U

es learners’ autonomy and encompasses across-spaces learning, thus involving di↵erent physical and virtu
spaces in the same learning situation (Delgado-Kloos et al., 2012; Pishtari et al., 2020). UL also promo

nal learning (Hwang and Tsai, 2011; Pishtari et al., 2020), in an approach sometimes called “seamless lear
ilrad et al., 2013), understanding that UL implies “learning anywhere and at anytime” (Hwang and Ts

However, UL potential is commonly not fully exploited in real settings because of the challenges of designin
g, and assessing learning situations that involve di↵erent physical and virtual spaces (Delgado-Kloos et a

rder to illustrate these challenges, we can consider a UL situation in a class of History of Art where the teach
s Gothic Art in the classroom (in-classroom physical space). Then, they propose their students watch a vid
sroom virtual space) about local history and, later on, visit some local churches (out-classroom physical spac
he students will carry out learning activities using one of the existing Cultural Heritage learning applicatio

in their mobile devices. This UL situation requires the teacher to design a situation that relates multip
to support and coordinate the students when not being at the classroom; to assess what the students learn

nd out-classroom contexts; to use new technological tools and platforms; among many other di�culties th
e when using technology that is not explicitly developed to support formal learning processes (Song, 2021).
these di�culties –which challenge teachers when dealing with complex Technology Enhanced Learning (TE
ments– have been researched by the TEL community under the umbrella of the orchestration metaphor (D
g et al., 2013). Di↵erent aspects such as design issues of orchestration (Lachand et al., 2018; Kharrufa et a
r the physical and cognitive load that it generates for teachers (Prieto et al., 2015b) have also been recurren
from the perspective of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Orchestrating UL situations is especially ch
since they typically imply the coordination of learning processes that happen across multiple contexts a

(Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017). Indeed, several authors have argued for the need to research on the practic
tions of UL (Virtanen et al., 2018), including a better orchestration support for teachers, without technic
e, in UL situations (Mendes Gabriel Pedro et al., 2018; Pimmer et al., 2016). However, not much attenti
n given to the orchestration of UL situations yet (Mendes Gabriel Pedro et al., 2018), and those who have (s
ettis and Väljataga (2020); Pérez-Sanagustı́n et al. (2014)) did not tackle the specific challenge of repurposi
dy existing informal learning tool; instead, they involved in their studies applications specifically develop
al learning purposes. Furthermore, none of the existing research work focused on orchestrating ubiquito

l Heritage learning situations (Mendes Gabriel Pedro et al., 2018; Pishtari et al., 2020). Hence, the follo
arch question emerges: how is it possible for non-technical expert teachers orchestrate UL situations abo
l Heritage as part of their teaching practice using informal learning tools?
rder to tackle this question, this paper explores the orchestration challenges that arise when non-technic
eachers orchestrate informal–learning tools to support UL activities about Cultural Heritage. For this purpo
nts an exploratory-sequential mixed-methods (Creswell, 2009) study that tackles this question and provid
evidence of the orchestration of UL situations. More specifically, this study aims to deeply understand t
arities of four UL situations to learn Cultural Heritage following an interpretive research paradigm (Orlikows
roudi, 1991). These situations are supported by Casual Learn (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2020, 2021a), a seman
application originally designed and developed by the authors to support informal learning about Cultu
e. We choose Casual Learn for two main reasons. First, it o↵ers information and proposes learning tasks
t in Cultural Heritage sites, many of them in the vicinity of the schools that took place in the evaluation, hen
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it attractive for the instructors. Indeed, Casual Learn already includes more than 10 000 ubiquitous learni
lated to Cultural Heritage sites (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021b). Second, we maintain and fully control Casu
So we can add new tasks if required by the teachers, integrate it to the classroom’s technical environme
full guarantees that no personal data is collected from users, and react to any technical problem that may ar

the enactment of the learning situations. The learning situations involved five teachers and 139 students fro
ondary schools of the Spanish region of Castile and Leon.
ddition to the expansion of the empirical evidence about the a↵ordances and limitations of UL, a need that h
plicitly pointed out in the literature (see, e.g., Pimmer et al. (2016)), the findings from the presented study c
ificant to the field of technology-enhanced UL and HCI for several reasons: they can help researchers to bet
and the particularities of orchestration in the Cultural Heritage learning field; they lead to design recommend
at can help to improve the support of orchestration of UL; and they can help designers of secondary-educati
s training programs identify skills that teachers need to design UL situations supported by mobile technologi
rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 summarizes several approaches to orchestrate UL situ
ection 3 details the research approach, educational context and data gathering and analysis techniques us

tudy, whose results are reported in section 4. Finally, section 5 critically discusses these results, and section
the main conclusions and limitations of the study.

kground

s section briefly describes the state of the art on the orchestration of UL situations. Subsection 2.1 introduc
aspects orchestration framework, which is key to structure our case study. Then, subsection 2.2 reports oth

h proposals related to the orchestration of UL situations.

3 aspects orchestration framework

hestration is a TEL term that refers to “how a teacher manages in real-time multi-layered activities in
onstraints context” (Dillenbourg et al., 2013). It is a complex term that has led to multiple conceptualiz
Orchestrating a learning situation and analyzing this orchestration are both challenging tasks, especially
ogically-enriched learning environments. For this reason, orchestration frameworks have been proposed bo
titioners (Phiri et al., 2016) and for researchers (Prieto et al., 2015a).
rder to structure the research study, in this paper we follow the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework (Prie
015a). This framework has been proposed for the research community to achieve a common ground abo
ration and to facilitate the analysis of the orchestration of learning situations. The framework emerged as t
f a literature review that identified, compared, and synthesized recurrent conceptual components of existi
ration models (Prieto et al., 2015a). Indeed, other authors such as Muñoz-Cristóbal et al. (2017); Mettis a
ga (2018) have already used the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework as a conceptual basis. Song (202
er authors used di↵erent conceptual frameworks to analyze UL situations, but the dimensions employed are
f those included in the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework.
5+3 aspects orchestration framework entails five dimensions that describe the orchestration in an education
as described next:

esign: the preparation of the learning situation before the enactment. This includes the planning of the learni
ctivities, the tools, devices, and artifacts used to support these activities, and setting up the technologic
nvironment.

anagement: the coordination of the activities during the enactment. This includes the regulation of the acti
es and the management of time, tools, artifacts, spaces, etc.

wareness: the consciousness of what happens in the learning situation.

daptation: the interventions to the planned learning activities needed because of unexpected events.

oles of teacher and other actors: the role that the teachers and students take in the orchestration.

3
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itionally, the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework includes three dimensions to describe the way the orche
is carried out. These are the following:

ragmatism: the availability of the TEL results to non-technical teachers, fitting the constraints of authen
ettings in everyday practice.

lignment: the coordination of the elements to be orchestrated, including the relationship of new technolo
nd legacy tools.

heory: the pedagogical beliefs, attitudes, and other ideas of the di↵erent actors that influence the learni
cenario and how it should be orchestrated.

iquitous learning orchestration

ing the last decade many authors have reported UL situations (Pishtari et al., 2020; Cárdenas-Robledo a
yala, 2018). Many of the existing research works aim to assess some UL technology or technique. In the
he students typically carry out an activity in a single session that is not clearly related to the curriculum
rmal education. But the orchestration of the UL situations is not the focus of most of these studies. In a f
e research proposals focus on the support o↵ered by some technological solution to a specific orchestrati

ion. For example, Pishtari et al. (2020) list several examples that focus on the design of the UL situation
her awareness. Nonetheless, other dimensions such as pragmatism, alignment, theory, or roles of teacher a
ctors are almost never covered in these studies (Pimmer et al., 2016; Sharples et al., 2015).
eral authors argued for the need for holistic support for teachers to orchestrate UL situations (Mendes Gabriel
l., 2018; Pimmer et al., 2016). This is especially challenging since these are situations that many times
ultiple contexts and spaces and use technologically complex devices (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017). Muño

al et al. (2017) argued that orchestration support is especially important in across-context situations, in tho
nect daily life learning experiences with formal education (Pimmer et al., 2016), and in inquiry-based U

ns (Sharples et al., 2015). Interestingly, Sharples et al. (2015); Mettis and Väljataga (2020) underline th
e orchestration load of a UL situation is so high, it is desirable to balance it between teachers and students.
quence, the dimension roles of teacher and other actors becomes very relevant in UL situations.
ing the orchestration of UL as a challenge, a few authors proposed “orchestrating technology” (Tchounikin
i.e. tools that support the activity of orchestrating, either supporting teachers or automatizing some orchest
ks. For example, Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2013) proposed a conceptual model to integrate orchestrati
isms into UL environments using remote virtual learning environments. A similar approach was followed

-Cristóbal et al. (2017), who evaluated the orchestration of the across-spaces use of Moodle together with co
le containers of learning artifacts in five learning situations of Physical Education in the natural environmen
er authors explored the use of “orchestrated technology” (Tchounikine, 2013), i.e. tools that can be used a
by teachers and learners while orchestrating the setting. This is in line with the idea of “unplatformed desig

biquitous computing community (Lambton-Howard et al., 2020), proposing to repurpose existing applicatio
se ecosystem of tools to meet the users’ needs without developing a centralized platform. For example, Pére
stı́n et al. (2014) analyzed the learning benefits and practical issues of using Augmented Reality in blend

situations across formal and informal contexts. These authors reported three UL situations: two of the
out in the university campus, and another in the city of Barcelona. Other case studies were reported by Met
jataga (2018) and Mettis and Väljataga (2020). These authors tested the suitability of two learning applicatio
oos and Avastusrada) in real settings by analyzing how primary school teachers orchestrated them in two U

ns carried out in zoos.
these studies provide evidence of the orchestration problems in UL situations. But all of them share som
ual characteristics: the UL situations were carried out in a single session; they took place in a controll
ment; they do not have any explicit relationship with the formal curriculum; the participants are either prima
or university students; and they used technology that was specifically developed for formal learning purpos
nally, none of them focus on the Cultural Heritage domain.
eed, for the Cultural Heritage domain, we can only find mobile applications that o↵er information about m
(Abril-López et al., 2021; Ruotsalo et al., 2013) or historical sites in open contexts (Fermoso et al., 201

4
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ji et al., 2019; McGookin et al., 2019), or that suggest learning tasks (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021b) based
ner’s geo-position. While sometimes the tasks proposed in these situations are driven by pedagogical pu
Fermoso et al., 2015; Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021b), they are designed to be used autonomously by a learn
a teacher who guides and orchestrates the UL situation. Interestingly, Abril-López et al. (2021) reported
dy where preservice teachers carried out a UL activity bridging the classroom and a local museum. Wh
n interesting learning situation, the assessment focuses exclusively on the tool’s use and does not report

ration problems. The research by Alkhafaji et al. (2020) is also relevant, as they propose a framework f
ng Cultural Heritage UL situations, but these authors do not explore the rest of the orchestration dimensions
his paper, we explore the orchestration problems when introducing informal learning tools in the classroo
ort UL situations about Cultural Heritage. Following this aim, we describe in section 3 four real learni
ns carried out by students and orchestrated by secondary school teachers. Thus, we explore the orchestrati
f real Cultural Heritage UL situations, and we also enlarge the empirical base of UL orchestration in a nov
with respect to those reported in the literature so far.

hod

search approach

research question addressed in this study is: how do non-technical expert teachers orchestrate UL situatio
ultural Heritage as part of their teaching practice using informal learning tools? This study is framed in
tive research paradigm (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991) as it aims to obtain a deep understanding of the part

s of the concrete phenomena under study, in this case how teachers orchestrate a Cultural Heritage UL situati
support of an existing mobile application. This exploratory study focuses on five particular secondary-scho

s that use Casual Learn (see section 3.2) in their own practice. The study conditions are authentic, as it w
out in four courses of History and History of Art (see section 3.3) whose curriculum includes Cultural H
arning. The analysis of the study mainly relies on qualitative evidence (see section 3.3.1), not looking f
ally significant results or generalizations (Guba, 1981; Twining et al., 2017).
contextualized the research question in an issue. According to (Miles and Huberman, 1994), issues are co
organizers typically employed in qualitative evaluation studies to facilitate the data collection and analys
present a potential tension to be assessed in a specific context or conditions. In our case, the issue contex
e research question by exploring it using Casual Learn (see section 3.2) in secondary education (section 3.

nsequence, the research question is contextualized in the following issue to guide the data interpretation (s
1): how do secondary-school teachers orchestrate UL situations about Cultural Heritage in their own practi
asual Learn?
e that the findings of the evaluation (section 4) are related to the issue we defined and structured according
cs of the anticipatory data reduction process that we followed. These findings do not aim to fully answer o
l research question, but rather to illuminate it. Section 5 discusses how the results can illuminate our origin
h question and which contextual or pragmatic restrictions may have biased our results.

search context: the learning tool

ual Learn (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2020, 2021a) is a mobile application originally developed to learn Cultu
e in informal contexts. It o↵ers tasks geolocalized in Cultural Heritage sites of Castile and Leon throu
erent modes: in passive mode, learners walk by and receive notifications when they are close to a site,
can complete learning tasks associated to it; in active mode, learners browse in a map, and look for si

ks, though the tasks cannot be answered unless they are physically close to the sites. Tasks can be of vari
like reading a text, taking notes or photographs or recording a video. Completed tasks can be shared in soc
s or integrated in a portfolio that could also be shared. Since Microsoft Teams is highly used in Cast

on public secondary schools, teachers wanted to see their student’s answers published there. The approa
nts doing it manually (publishing their answers or URL of CasualLearn portfolio) was initially considere
this procedure of “soft augmentation” (Lambton-Howard et al., 2020) was feasible and creates an integrati
at some researchers consider an opportunity to gain awareness of the technological diversity (Chalmers a
l, 2003), the teachers in our initial scenario asked us to create a functionality so that students could direc

5
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haracteristics of the four learning situations (“#Tea.”. means “number of teachers”; “#St.” means “number of students”; “Age st.” me
e students”).

City #Tea. #St. Age st. Begin End Mandatory Topic
Palencia 1 11 17 12/04/20 12/20/20 Yes Gothic Era in Palencia
Palencia 2 5 17 12/18/20 01/10/21 No Medieval Art in Palencia

Valladolid 1 43 16 12/18/20 01/15/21 Yes Industrialization of Valladolid
Valladolid 1 80 15 02/15/21 03/14/21 No Bourgeoisie in Valladolid

finished tasks in Teams, just clicking a button in Casual Learn. Teachers thought students would not forg
g tasks and thus teachers would gain awareness of their students progress (see later discussion on the alignme

ion). Additionally, Casual Learn supports the definition of collections of tasks (e.g. tasks related to a certa
ke industrial heritage sites).
e that Casual Learn is an informal-learning application since it lacks many functionalities that most education
tions include to o↵er more control to the teacher. For example, Casual Learn does not include any user ro
es not di↵erentiate between teachers and learners. Moreover, it does not provide any kind of control mech
.g., a dashboard) to be used by the teachers. A more detailed description of the application with illustrati
hots has been provided in Appendix A.

search context: experiences and participants

study was carried out in two public secondary schools of the Spanish region of Castile and Leon, one
the city of Valladolid (a city with many XIXth Century buildings) and another in the city of Palencia (a c

any Medieval buildings). Both schools are located in middle-class districts. The study includes four learni
ns framed in History and History of Art courses. These courses are carried out in the fourth course of seconda
on (15-year-old students), the first course of “bachillerato” (16-year-old students), and the second course
lerato” (17-year-old students).
astile and Leon, the curriculum is proposed by the National Educational Law and the regional education

ion. Teachers are autonomous to define the academic program of their courses and the pedagogical methods
, taking into account the school’s values and objectives (Prieto-Pariente, 2016). Both schools involved in o
romote critical thinking and the use of innovative technology and pedagogical techniques. Indeed, this stu
licit support from the schools’ management board.
also relevant that this study was carried out in the academic year 2020/2021 when there were several restr
e to the COVID-19 global pandemic. For this reason, school trips were not allowed and nobody external

ools (including researchers) could physically get into the classrooms. Nevertheless, during the day studen
eely walk around the city, alone or in small groups. This further motivated teachers to participate in this stud
saw it as an alternative to traditional school trips that were no longer possible due to the pandemic.
each school, we had a training workshop for the History and History of Art teachers (7 teachers from Vallado
achers from Palencia) in October 2020. In the workshop, we explained the functionality of Casual Learn. Tw
ater we had another workshop with them all. In this second workshop, we invited them to freely (i.e., with
ence from the researchers) design in groups two learning situations where Casual Learn could be used and th
uld potentially enact in a real scenario. Once the event finished, five out of twelve teachers freely agreed

mature one of the learning designs and enact it with their students in authentic settings. Table 1 summarizes t
eristics of the four learning situations that correspond to the four learning designs created. Table 2 summariz
of Casual Learn in these four learning situations. Next, we provide further details about the learning situation
rning situation S1 happened in a secondary school of Palencia from December 4 to December 20, 2020. T
ants were a teacher with 6 years of teaching experience, and 11 students of the second course of “bachillerat
rs) who belonged to the same class of History of Art. The topic of the activity was the Gothic Era in Palenc
cher wanted the students to reflect on Gothic buildings, understanding the artistic, architectonic, social, a
ical conditions of the XVth Century. They also wanted them to reflect on traditions related to these buildin

ir current importance for the city. Finally, the teacher aimed at promoting some transversal competences, su
emic writing and oral expression.
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Use of Casual Learn in the four learning situations (number of tasks created by teachers; the number of groups formed; the number
s carried out; the number of tasks realized from the ones proposed by the teachers (new); the number of tasks realized from the alrea
nes (i.e., not proposed by the teachers).

#T. published #Groups #T. realized total #T. realized new #T. realized existing
29 5 26 26 0
27 5 60 8 52
30 17 103 100 3
74 23 451 421 30

ore the activity took place, the teacher asked the researchers to publish in Casual Learn 29 additional tasks (i
ion to those already existing in the repository) located in four Gothic buildings in Palencia. One of the tas
ed is depicted in Figure A.3(d). Then, the teacher asked their students to carry them out during the followi
eks in groups of three or four students. Students were also invited to do, if they wished, any other task that th
n Casual Learn. After completing all the tasks, each group had to create a presentation that o↵ered a cohere
the tasks done. They had to send it to the teacher and, later on, present it to the whole class at the classroo
hole class.

it was a compulsory activity, all the students completed it forming 5 groups. They carried out a total amount
s, all of them proposed by the teacher. No problem was reported during the enactment of the learning situatio
rning situation S2 happened in a secondary school of Palencia from December 18, 2020 to January 10, 202
ticipants were two teachers with 20 and 2 years of experience, respectively, and 5 students of the second cour
hillerato” (17 years). These students belonged to two classes of History and none of them had taken the Histo
ourse. After an introductory explanation in the classroom about Medieval Art, the teachers suggested them
rily use Casual Learn to do some tasks about Medieval Art, so they could reinforce some knowledge that th
rned in past courses, eventually relevant to understand what was explained in their current History course.
ore the activity took place, the teachers asked the researchers to publish 27 additional tasks in Casual Lea
these tasks were geolocated in two museums and invited to reflect on the characteristics of some Mediev
f art. The rest were geolocated in six churches of rural areas so that those students who live in the countrysi

lso benefit from Casual Learn. Then, they asked the students to do at least six tasks, at least one of each of t
ng topics: one related to paintings, sculpture, and architecture of Romanesque and Gothic styles. They shou
re their Casual Learn portfolio with the teachers.
five students who participated in the activity carried out 60 tasks, 8 of them proposed by the teachers and

sly existing in Casual Learn. The teacher detected a problem: the geolocation of a church was incorrect,
s in Casual Learn were not displayed when visiting the site. This was due to a human error in the transcripti
eolocation, not a problem with the accuracy (VIGIE 2020/654, 2022) of a measurement. Once this issue w
, Casual Learn developers fixed it.
arning situation S3 happened in a secondary school of Valladolid from December 18, 2020 to January 1
he participants were a teacher with 29 years of teaching experience, and 43 students of the first course

lerato” (16 years) who belong to two di↵erent classes of History. The topic of the activity was the indust
n of the city of Valladolid during the XIXth Century. The teacher also wanted the students to develop som
rsal competences not directly related to Cultural Heritage, such as healthy lifestyles, orientation ability, or th
dge of the urban landscape of Valladolid.
ore the activity took place, the teacher asked the researchers to publish in Casual Learn 30 additional tas
to the industrialization of Valladolid located in 20 new Cultural Heritage sites of the city. One of the tas
ed is depicted in Figure A.3(e). Then, the teacher explained Casual Learn functionality to the students a
overview of the outdoor activity in the classroom. They asked the students to freely form pairs and, duri

istmas break, visit several sites to do their corresponding tasks. The students should share their answers w
her via Microsoft Teams, either sending all their answers or the URL of their Casual Learn portfolio to t

. For the students to develop the transversal competencies, the teacher asked them to visit Cultural Herita
cated in di↵erent neighborhoods and, if possible, to go by bike or in public transport. After the Christm
he teacher moderated a debate in each class, so the students put their knowledge in common.
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students formed 17 groups and carried out a total amount of 103 tasks, 100 proposed by the teacher and
sly existing in Casual Learn. No problem was reported during the enactment of the learning situation.
rning situation S4 happened in a secondary school of Valladolid from February 15 to March 14, 2021. T
ants were a teacher with 32 years of teaching experience, and 89 students of the fourth grade (15-16 yea
longed to four di↵erent classes of History. The topic of the activity was the rise of the Bourgeoisie in the c
dolid and the main events that happened in the city during the historical period called “Bienio Progresist

1856).
learning activity consisted of two phases. During the first phase (compulsory and planned for 14 days) t

s of each class were divided into four groups of four to five students. The teacher assigned to each group a top
, economy, politics, and society), a set of four to five Cultural Heritage sites, and some basic bibliograph
dents should then write a description of each site and a set of tasks related to their assigned topic that wou
ant to carry out when visiting the specific site. Later, each group gave a short presentation to their classma
ing the sites assigned to them. After collecting and reviewing the documents written by the students, t
asked the researchers to publish the tasks in Casual Learn.
second phase started five days later and was planned for 14 days. The students used Casual Learn to car

tasks proposed by their classmates in groups between two and four students that they freely formed. They h
18 Cultural Heritage sites, read their descriptions, and answer the tasks proposed by their colleagues. Th
also send their answers to the teacher via Microsoft Teams. Optionally, the students could write an essay
ferred not to do this second part.

students participated in the first part of the activity and 80 in the second. However, some aspects had to
d from the original design: the first part took three weeks (instead of two) and the second part 14 days (inste
The teacher had to sca↵old the students more than expected, proposing them additional bibliography and som
ns to support their critical thinking. Despite this, the tasks proposed by the four groups were very simil
the teacher decided to implement in Casual Learn the tasks and descriptions proposed by two classes (

tions and 74 tasks in total). During the second part of the activity, the students formed 23 groups that carri
tal amount of 451 tasks, including 30 tasks previously existing in Casual Learn. As they submitted the tas
eacher, the teacher was aware of the students’ progress. The teacher only needed to intervene once becau
Learn was not available for two hours due to technical reasons. The students complained to the teacher, w
asual Learn developers and the issue was quickly solved.
e partial results of this last UL situation were reported in Ruiz-Calleja et al. (2021c).

ata gathering and analysis
study design follows a mixed-methods approach, and more concretely an exploratory-sequential design (Cre

ntailing the collection, analysis, and report of both qualitative and quantitative data. However, in this particu
ualitative data is predominant and used to identify general trends; quantitative data is used to confirm the
nd to enrich the data gathered from informants. According to Creswell (2009), this strategy is adequate wh

ng several groups of informants. This is the case of our study, where informants are both the teachers a
involved in the four learning situations described in subsection 3.3.

ing the study, data were collected before, during, and after the four learning situations. We triangulated t
rces, the researchers, and the data gathering and analysis techniques to increase the credibility, transferabili
firmability of our research (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Twining et al., 2017). For the triangulation of da
, we employed multiple informants and data sources, ensuring that each finding was obtained supporting e
of di↵erent types. For the triangulation of data gathering and analysis techniques we employed di↵erent da
g techniques, as summarized in Table 3. For the triangulation of researchers, we involved in the evaluati

veral researchers with di↵erent backgrounds (i.e., technical or educational). They conducted independent o
ns, which were put together and discussed with the whole group of researchers; interviews were independen
to ensure cross-validation. We also applied other strategies typically used in interpretive studies to increa

lity of the research process (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Twining et al., 2017): we prolonged the teache
ment between four and six months; we obtained feedback from teachers about the data gathered and our int
n; we had several meetings with each teacher, so we could acknowledge their opinions; and we integrated
aborative observation reports in a single portfolio, so we obtained a deeper description and understanding
nomena under study.
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Table 3: Summary of the data gathering techniques.

er-generated
ts [TGA]

Collection of electronic artifacts generated by the teachers to design and enact the
learning situations. This includes a learning design done out of a template provided
by the researchers, Casual Learn tasks and sites proposed by the teachers, and
documents o↵ered to the students to sca↵old their learning process.

of conversa-
ith teachers

]

E-mails, chat logs, and recordings of the conversations between the teachers and
researchers. These conversations were carried out before and during the enact-
ment.

l Learn logs Logs of the application Casual Learn, where the tasks carried out by the students
were anonymously registered.

nt-generated
ts [SGA]

Collection of electronic artifacts generated by the students during the enactment
of the learning situations. This includes the answers to the tasks in Casual Learn
and the tasks and descriptions of Cultural Heritage sites proposed by the students
in S4.

nt question-
[SQ]

Paper questionnaire filled in by the students after the enactment of the learning
situation to get their opinion about Casual Learn and the learning situation.

er question-
[TQ]

Web-based questionnaires filled in by the teacher before and after the enactment
of the learning situation. The first questionnaire collected the teacher profile. The
second questionnaire was used to gather information about the orchestration of the
learning situation and the teacher’s opinion about Casual Learn.

er interview Semi-structured on-line interviews with the teachers. These interviews were
recorded and transcribed. These interviews were used to collect the opinions of
the teacher in depth after the initial analysis of the previous data sources.

followed an anticipatory data reduction process (Miles and Huberman, 1994) to structure the data gatheri
lysis. We also defined an issue as the main conceptual organizer of the evaluation process: how do secondar
teachers orchestrate UL situations about Cultural Heritage in their own practice using Casual Learn? W
ue we explored the orchestration support o↵ered by Casual Learn to ubiquitous learning situations in re
. In order to explore the issue, we divided it into eight topics that correspond to the orchestration dimensio
in the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework (see Section 2.1). Then, each topic was illuminated by seve
tive questions. Figure 1 depicts the schema that relates the research question, the issue, the topics, and t
tive questions.

ure 2 shows the flow of data gathering for each of the four learning situations described in subsection 3.3 (lab
ned in Table 3), and the relationship between the data gathered and the evaluation topics. For each learni
n, we collected data in four di↵erent happenings. During the teacher training event, we collected the teache
and we recorded the event. During the design phase, we recorded the collaborative design event and collect
lting artifacts (e.g., drafts of learning design); later we kept in touch with the teacher and we collected a
merging artifact (e.g., final learning design, tasks proposed, or e-mails exchanged). During the enactment
ning situation, we collected Casual Learn logs, the artifacts created by the students (e.g., answers to the task
the teacher (e.g., sca↵olding materials). During the enactment we also provided support to the teacher
nd chat, calling them at least once a week to know about the state of the learning situation; we recorded
ne calls and gathered the chat logs. After the enactment, we collected a paper-based questionnaire from t
s and a web-based questionnaire from the teacher. Finally, we carried out a semi-structured interview with t
where they detailed their opinion about the learning situation and gave us feedback about our interpretati
ata previously collected. The interviews were coded by two coders according to the data reduction proce
in Figure 1.
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search 
uestion
Q)

Issue (I)

T1 
Design

T2 
Manag

T3 
Aware

T4 
Adapta

T5 
Pragm

T6 
Alignm

T7 
Theory

T8 
Roles

: how do non-technical expert teachers orchestrate UL situations about Cultural Heritage as part of
ir teaching practice using informal learning tools?

I: how do secondary-school teachers orchestrate UL situations about Cultural 
Heritage in their own practice using Casual Learn?

ign
hich are the main approaches when designing a UL situation using Casual Learn?
hich changes need to be done to the design of a UL situation when introducing Casual Learn?

T2: Management
IQ 2.1: How do teachers manage the progress of their students during the enactment of the UL situation?

T3: Awareness
IQ 3.1: To what extent does Casual Learn offer information to monitor the 
students’ learning process?
IQ 3.2: To what extent does Casual Learn offer information useful to assess
the students’ knowledge?

T4: Adaptation
IQ 4.1: Was it possible to adapt Casual Learn to the needs of 
the UL situation?
IQ 4.2: Have the students taken advantage of unexpected learning 
opportunities?

T5: Pragmatism
IQ 5.1: How much aligned are the tasks in Casual Learn to the 
objectives and curriculum of the courses? 
IQ 5.2: Could teachers and students solve the technical problems that
may have arisen during the enactment of the UL situation?
IQ 5.3: Is the time required to design and enact the UL situation
feasible for teachers?

T6: Alignment
IQ 6.1: How can Casual Learn be integrated into the technological environm
used in the classroom?

T7: Theory
IQ 7.1: Does Casual Learn enable teachers to use the organizational approaches they want to
IQ 7.2: Does Casual Learn enable teachers to use the pedagogical approaches they want to?

oles of the teachers and other actors
: Does Casual Learn allow teachers to transfer part of the orchestration load to the students?

Anticipatory data reduction schema showing the relationships between the research question (RQ), issue (I), topics (T), and informat
(IQ).

lts

s section reports the main findings obtained in the evaluation. The section is structured according to the top
nticipatory data reduction process (see Figure 1), which correspond to the eight dimensions of the 5+3 aspe
ration framework described in subsection 2.1. In this section, the supporting data is labelled indicating,
s: the data source according to the codes shown in Figure 2, the learning situations described in Section 3
informant (Te for teachers; St for students). Note that this supporting data are selections of excerpts of t

urces reported in subsection 3.3.1 since for space restrictions, not all the data collected and analyzed can
d. Also notice that all textual data (conversations, questionnaires...) were collected and analyzed in Spani
e been translated in this manuscript for reporting purposes.

sign (T1)
evaluation showed that teachers could independently design and implement a UL situation using Casual Lea
non-technical teachers could design a UL activity for their students, of four di↵erent courses, using Casu
ithout any support from the researchers [TGA-1;S1-4;Te1-5]. In S1 Casual Learn is used as a data-gatheri

on application that supports and guides students to take photos, videos, and notes, as instructed by the teach
portfolio they create is for their own reflection. In S3 and S4, Casual Learn is also employed as a reporti
ed by the students to submit the tasks done to the teachers. Finally, in S2 Casual Learn is seen as an applicati
gests tasks to be done by the students.
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Figure 2: Relationships between evaluation happenings, topics, and data gathering techniques (see Table 3) in this evaluation.

could also see that the UL situations proposed were related to the courses’ curriculum; as a teacher sa
hing the students have done is related to the course’s curriculum.” [TI;S1;Te1]. In all cases, the teache
the students to learn their local Cultural Heritage, which is part of the History and History of Art curriculu
3, and S4 teachers aimed to use the local Cultural Heritage to exemplify the topics covered in their classroo
ingly, in S3 and S4 the teachers also wanted to work transversal competencies, such as learning to use ma
g some areas of their city, or promoting a healthy lifestyle. This was explicitly mentioned by the teache
nterviews (e.g., “Let’s see if we take advantage of these resources for the kids to learn some areas of th
TI;S3;Te4]) and reported in some of their learning designs. Indeed, the learning competences reported
ning designs of S3 and S4 include “using maps”, “spacial orientation”, “use new digital tools”, “search f
tion online”, “plan their own work”, “healthy lifestyle” [TGA-1;S3-4;Te4-5]. In this sense, we can say th

s successfully designed a formal learning activity even if Casual Learn was designed for informal learni
s . In the case of S2, teachers took a di↵erent approach: they promoted the use of Casual Learn among th

s to revise what they had already learned in previous years regarding Medieval Art. While they considered th
annot propose the activity as some homework related to a whole evaluation, as it does not adapt to the cours
lum.” [TI;S2;Te2], they also understood the Medieval Art as relevant for their students.
pite Casual Learn functionality fitted into the teachers’ needs, it was not always the case with the tasks
d: all the teachers asked the researchers to include new tasks in Casual Learn [TGA-1;S1-3;Te1-4]. Tas
included in Casual Learn were related to the History of Art. However, the teacher in S1 wanted their studen

ome specific tasks to deepen into the local Cultural Heritage and history, so the teacher needed to propo
ks. The teachers in S2 also wanted their students to learn History of Art, but they “adapted [the activity]
racteristics of the students, many of whom are from rural areas” [TI;S2;Te2]. These teachers thought tha
portant aspect was “the connection or lack of connection that each student has, and most importantly, whi
l Heritage surrounds the student” [TI;S2;Te3]; this restricted their design since they “could not ask them to
an four activities because some of them do not have access to more than one or two Cultural Heritage site
Te3]. Finally, the teacher in S3 and S4 aimed to cover a di↵erent topic, so they asked researchers to add n
d tasks in Casual Learn. They both firstly selected a set of sites and then defined tasks to be done in these si
searched for locations. Once I found the locations I proposed activities for the kids.” [TI;S3;Te4]). All in a

s published 86 new tasks (M=21.5) and 28 new sites (M=7) in Casual Learn [TGA-1;S1-3;Te1-4]. This mak
ider the need for an interface for teachers to publish tasks in Casual Learn, which is part of our future work
also noteworthy that teachers quickly understood Casual Learn potential for the students to learn History a
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e to the relevant site (e.g. “a good aspect of Casual Learn is that it makes the kids to see the artistic elemen
” [TI;S2;Te2]). Hence, they considered this UL situation as an alternative to school trips feasible in pandem
.g. “Casual Learn arrives when I had in mind designing a project applying new technologies [...] and wh
wed it I thought it was ideal for this case.” [TI;S4;Te5]). Some of them complained about the time it takes

the activity, although they admitted that once they become more skillful it should not take that much (e.g. “W
ut 50 000 activities and they all take time. [...] Among other things because you need to understand how
ith this new platform. [...] Maybe when you get more skillful you can highly reduce this time” [TI;S1;Te1]

anagement (T2)

chers and students managed the UL situations with almost no support from Casual Learn developers. In t
narios, the UL situation included in- and out-classroom activities, which were managed di↵erently.
ording to the learning designs [TGA-1;S1-4;Te1-5], in-classroom activities did not employ Casual Learn a
anaged by the teacher in a similar way as any other classroom activity. In S1, S2, and S3 their in-classroo
included an explanation by the teacher. Additionally, S1 and S3 included a wrap-up activity once the studen

ted the out-classroom activity. The teachers did not report any problem or remarkable event during them.
in-classroom activity in S4 was far more complex: during a three-week-long period, the teacher expect
ents to propose tasks for their colleagues. The teacher reported two types of management problems. Fir
classroom was not equipped with computers, the students should move to another room, which the studen

ood as a “reason for party and excitement” [TI;S4;Te5]. Second, the teacher had to further sca↵old studen
them more sources and motivating them to deepen their analysis because of their lack of critical thinki
groups of students] took a couple of sources and wrote a brief summary out of them” [TI;S4;Te5]). The

blems made the activity last three weeks instead of the planned two weeks.
-classroom activities were mainly orchestrated by the students. In the four cases, teachers gave students som
ions and enough freedom to organize their own activities. For example, a teacher mentioned “I wrote
oft Teams the timeline, what they should do, what buildings they should visit, the number of activities th
do. All this I wrote in Teams and then we talked in the classroom how the activity evolved and how they we
e tool” [TI;S2;Te2], while other said “I even have the date when they did the task. As it was not a compulso

, I gave them freedom: I do not care whether they did it on a date or on another” [TI;S3;Te4]. The studen
tonomous using Casual Learn and doing the activity. There was only a group of students who asked the teach
ort because Casual Learn was not available at a certain moment [DTC-3;S4;Te5]. After the teacher contact

Learn developers, the problem was solved in a few minutes [CLL;S4;St93].

areness (T3)

ing the outdoor activity, the combination of Casual Learn and Microsoft Teams gave teachers awareness mec
for tracking the students’ progress. In S2, S3, and S4, the students sent their answers to the teachers either
them through Microsoft Teams or sharing their portfolios with the teacher. These mechanisms were enou

hers to be aware of the students’ progress e.g., “I even have the date when they did the task” [TI;S3;Te4];
ifications, so I knew that a group was dealing with some tasks” [TI;S4;Te5]. However, the teachers did n
e anyhow while students were doing the tasks. Instead, they made some comments later at the classroom (e

them to send the answers to me and that was it. [...] I talked to them when we were in the classroom. Some
nt me the portfolio and others the photos and the answers” [TI;S3;Te4]).
chers reported two problems related to Casual Learn awareness mechanisms. First, a teacher who participat
nsidered that the information provided by Casual Learn through Microsoft Teams was not enough for assessi
ents’ work (“What they sent me is not enough [for assessment] in the sense that anyone could have taken th
aph. Well, you can see that the photos are distorted or there is a car passing by. But, otherwise, they can
ge from the Web. There is no proof that the student was in that place taking that photograph” [TI;S2;Te3

ld be noted that the assessment of the S2 UL situation was done only by reviewing the answers submitt
tudents through Microsoft Teams. Hence, the teacher did not have any real proof of the authorship of the

s. Second, the scalability of the awareness mechanism: S4 involved 80 students, so it was di�cult for t
to be aware of their progress only by getting messages through Microsoft Teams. The teacher suggest
ing a teacher’s dashboard for Casual Learn (“A dashboard, like the one we have in Moodle makes [our wor
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...][because] it provides a summary of what is going on” [TI;S4;Te5]); thus teachers would obtain a graphic
ntation that allowed them to visually grasp the progress of their students. Developing such a dashboard is p
uture research lines.

aptation (T4)

evaluation process showed that both teachers and students could adapt to the UL situations according to th
The teachers in S1, S2, and S3 asked researchers to add new tasks in Casual Learn before the out-classroo
started [DTC-2;S1-3;Te1-4]. They did not modify anything while the out-classroom activities were taki

herefore, it was not possible to assess the adaptation dimension in these UL situations.
4 the teacher needed to extend the duration of the UL activities, which could be done with no further problem
equences [TGA-1 DTC-3;S4;Te5]. Interestingly, the students proposed 74 tasks and 36 descriptions of Cultu
e sites, which could be successfully published in Casual Learn [SGA;S4;St61-139]. This makes us think th

have also been possible to add or modify the tasks in Casual Learn for the other three scenarios.
thermore, some students extended the learning goals of the out-classroom activity adapting them to their ow
s. The students carried out a total amount of 85 tasks previously existing in Casual Learn (i.e., not direc
to the learning situation designed by the teacher) [CLL;S1-4;St1-139]. Other students reported learning o
hat were not initially considered by the teachers, such as learning culture from their city, learning to take a b
lizing with their classmates (e.g. “This activity was a good excuse to learn culture from Palencia” [SQ;S1;St
I liked the most is that I learned to take a bus and I enjoyed some time with my friends” [SQ;S1;St23]).
also noteworthy that several teachers mentioned that the students’ learning experience, and the artifacts th

, can well be used to support future lessons (e.g. “[The student’s experience using Casual Learn will be use
ember or to be used as examples during the classes. Reminding experiences that worked properly is part of o
n teaching practice” [TI;S1;Te1]; “I am going to relate it [the activity] to the content covered in the classroo
ave been in Cultural Heritage sites and the learning there is more visual.” [TI;S2;Te2]; “The students took
nd could send it to me through Teams. Then, if I want to, I can use it in the classroom” [TI;S3;Te4]). S
n-classroom activities may be adapted to further exploit the lessons learned in these UL situations. This is ve
ing, as in-classroom learning activities can influence out-classroom learning activities, and also the other w

agmatism (T5)

s evaluation shows that five non-ICT expert teachers and 139 secondary-school students successfully carri
r authentic UL situations. In these situations, the students completed a total amount of 640 tasks (M=4.6)
sroom physical spaces using Casual Learn [CLL;S1-4;St1-139]. None of the teachers, nor the students, h
vious experience in UL or using mobile technology in the classroom [TQ-1;S1-4;Te1-5].
time employed in the activity was the most important pragmatic restriction. This was critical in S1 and S

e whole curriculum of their courses focuses on the topics prescribed for the University admission exams, a
l Cultural Heritage is not part of them “Take into account that the time dedicated to each topic is very sho

Te1]; “This is not going to be asked in the University admission exam. Our schedule is very tight to cover wh
to be asked, and it is also a matter of time” [TI;S2;Te2]; “We are in a hurry with these students who have
University admission exam” [TI;S2;Te3]. Additionally, it was very di�cult for teachers to foresee the time

ake for their students to complete the out-classroom tasks. Indeed, some students complained that it took t
me for them to go through all the Cultural Heritage sites “What I enjoyed the least was the distance amo
l Heritage sites” [SQ;S3;St59]; “Several students complained that they had to walk for six hours. Others d
s during two afternoons instead of one. [...] I did not expect it to be so long” [DTC-3;S4;Te5]. In any case, t
ployed in the classroom to carry out the UL situations was considered reasonable by teachers (Mdn: agre
1-4;Te1-5].

er pragmatic problems were due to the technical limitations of Casual Learn, which were all easily solv
students. A limitation reported by several students is that Casual Learn is not currently available for iO
[TI;S3;Te4]; [SQ;S4;St124, S136]. Hence, when forming groups to do the out-classroom activity, the studen
ed themselves so in each group there was at least a student with an Android device. In other cases, t
ion between Casual Learn and Microsoft Teams did not work properly or was too complex for the studen
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rs did not know which were the problems found by the students). Hence, the students collected the artifa
and sent them to the teacher by other means (“It was planned that they send me the answers by Teams, b
ere some di�culties, so they did it in another way: they created a Microsoft Word document with the answe
y sent me the document through Teams as a message” [TI;S2;Te3]). Finally, a student in S2 reported that the

tasks located in his village, so the student had to go to other villages to carry out some tasks [SQ;S2;St1
oblem happened despite the e↵ort of S2 teachers to define tasks located in the villages where their studen

he case of S2, some students made some negative comments about Casual Learn at the very beginning of t
ation. These comments discouraged their colleagues and, as it was an optional activity, most of them decid
o it (“I proposed the activity and some of them tried out the tool. The following day they told me that

t working properly and it had many issues. This, of course, was known by other students. [...] They we
inted.” [TI;S2;Te2]). This was also disappointing for the teachers, as a UL activity that took time and e↵o

t as fruitful as they expected (‘But I find that trying to use Casual Learn for formal learning, as a tool or
in the classroom was not such a good idea for me. It was not a good experience in this sense, because in t
many of them wanted to do the activity, and those who did found a lot of problems... and because of the tim
ase. Suggesting it in other courses, in other circumstances, it may be a good idea. But, in a general sense
at the concept is alright” [TI;S2;Te3]).
ally, we should mention that these UL situations are considered a learning process for the teachers. Designi
cting these UL situations required a significant e↵ort for them (e.g. “[About the number of hours they spent]
t. I cannot quantify them [...] but talking about this specific project, I am thinking about it since the beginni
erm [...] The most intense period was this last month and a half when I was practically working full time f
4;Te5], but they understood it as a way to learn new teaching methods and techniques despite their own la
e.g. “It took me some time... but this time is part of my own research. This is something good, it takes tim
rn and I like it. It is OK” [TI;S3;Te4]; “lot of work is needed, but I understand that this type of methodologi
ew methods, allow advancing in a di↵erent and deeper type of learning” [TI;S4;Te5]; “In this moment t
of information and new tools are so high –especially during the pandemic– [...] They are all very nice, b

l saturated” [TI;S1;Te1]. They also learned some lessons about the pragmatic problems when enacting U
ns, so they will avoid them in future similar situations (“the next time I use this application I will do it bet
ill make the students work better, so we will not waste so much time” [TI;S3;Te4]).

ignment (T6)
ing the enactment of the UL scenarios, Casual Learn and Microsoft Teams facilitated the connection betwe
t physical and virtual spaces by enabling the artifact flow among them. Microsoft Teams is highly used
ols of Castile and Leon as a communication channel between teachers and students. This is why the teache

red very positive the integration of these two applications (e.g. “This school is using Microsoft Teams f
everything. So it is very positive that I do not need to have a look [at the student’s progress] in anoth
tion. If they [Casual Learn and Microsoft Teams] could be merged in a single application it would be the ide
n” [TI;S1;Te1])..
rosoft Teams not only was used by the students to send the answers of the tasks carried out in physical spac

eacher but also by the teachers to send activity instructions to the students (e.g. “I wrote in Microsoft Team
eline, what they should do, which buildings they should visit, the number of activities they have to do
Te2]. In S3 and S4, the teachers gave the students the option of sharing with them their Casual Learn portfo
of sending the tasks through Microsoft Teams. However, teachers were not satisfied with this alternati
(“In the future years I will not use the portfolio. I will ask the students to send me the answers direc
Teams” [TI;S3;Te4]).

ther development will be needed in Casual Learn to facilitate this alignment. On the one hand, the curre
ion method is not natural for some students, who preferred to use alternative methods (“the problem is th
nt me the answers through Teams, but not using Casual Learn. I mean, they took photos and they did t
nd instead of linking it [the answer] with Microsoft Teams as the application suggests, some of them saved t
and added them in a PowerPoint, others in a Microsoft Word document, others sent me the photographs throu
.. but I would say that none of them followed the procedure [suggested by Casual Learn]. [...] They told m
sending the answers in the way Casual Learn suggests] was more di�cult for them” [TI;S2;Te3]). On t
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and, in S4 the students proposed some tasks to be carried out by their colleagues later on using Casual Lea
asks were collected by the teacher and then published in Casual Learn by the researchers [DTC-3;S4;Te
ocess would have been facilitated if Casual Learn counted with a task publication interface also suitable f
s.
ual Learn was also integrated into Yammer, Instagram, and Twitter. These are highly used social networks th
ll be used to share a personal learning experience with personal acquaintances. However, the students did n

in any of the four learning situations [CLL;S1-4;St1-129].

eory (T7)

pedagogical aims of the UL situations were not transformed, but enriched, by connecting physical and virtu
s using Casual Learn. Even if teachers did not have previous experience designing and enacting UL situatio
agreed that it is convenient to relate in- and out-classroom learning about Cultural Heritage. Indeed, thr

s agreed, and two fully agreed, with the sentence “It is convenient to relate in- and out-classroom learning abo
l Heritage” (Mdn: agree) [TQ-2;S1-4;Te1-5]. Some of them also mentioned previous school trips with th
s that were somehow replaced by this UL situation (e.g. “I used to go with the students to the Oriental Museu
dolid” [TI;S1;Te1]). This is especially true in S4, where the teacher used to do a school trip every year, b
ot possible in 2021 because of the pandemic. Hence, the teacher replaced the school trip by a collaborati
ation (“the local government used to organize some cultural trips around the city. One of them was about t
oisie in Valladolid. We used to go to this visit as we cover the Spanish XIXth Century in the course, so t
s also get to know better their own city. [...] This year the activity emerged from the experience of the vis
previous years. We use the materials of these visits and an exhibition in the local archive that I visited [yea
I;S4;Te5]).

chers considered that, for them, the most important goal is “to cover in the year the whole curriculum defin
regional government since “this is what they are demanded for” [TI;S1;Te1]. The UL situations are clea
to this curriculum , but what students learned from local Cultural Heritage using Casual Learn could ha
plained much faster in the classroom, according to a teacher’s opinion. Despite this, teachers consider the U
n interesting since it promotes transversal competences and values, in a similar way as school trips do (“If y
activity in absolute terms you say ’for what they will learn about what the Canal of Castile is, I can explain it
sroom and that’s it. But, as an activity, I think it is interesting since they walk around this or another part [of t
think it is interesting that they do it. And from what the students told me, I think they liked it also” [TI;S3;Te
o show the importance of our local Cultural Heritage. [...] I try that the kids appreciate this Cultural Heritag
Te1]; “the time spent with students out of the classroom [school trips] is a time to be together, but at the sam
gain knowledge and promote the enthusiasm for acquiring new knowledge” [TI;S4;Te5]).

les of the teacher and student (T8)

ing the study, teachers transferred part of the orchestration load to the students. In-classroom activities we
d and orchestrated by the teacher. On the contrary, out-classroom activities were also designed by the teach
estrated by the students.

he four UL situations, the teachers gave instructions about the activities the students should do and their e
outcome but gave freedom to students to form groups, organize themselves, and do the tasks as they consider
what they did during] the task [with Casual Learn] was not so relevant for me, as the students had to prese
lts” [TI;S1;Te1])). This was not a problem for the students. Indeed, they carried out the tasks proposed by t
[DTC-3;S1-4;Te1-5], they adapted their own learning process (see section 4.4), and they solved the pragma
hat emerged (see section 4.5). This student’s orchestration did not require any previous training of the studen

not have any negative consequence on the teachers’ load.
researchers also played a role in the orchestration of the four UL situations analyzed: Casual Learn d

nt with a task publication interface suitable for non-technical expert teachers. Hence, it was the researche
blished in Casual Learn the 86 tasks proposed by teachers [TGA-2;S1-3;Te1-4] and the 74 tasks propos
ents [SGA;S4;St60-129]. As we mentioned in subsection 4.1, it is part of our future work to propose a ta
tion interface for Casual Learn, so teachers and students can assume this task.
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ussion

tion 4 explored the issue “how do secondary-school teachers orchestrate UL situations about Cultural Herita
own practice using Casual Learn?” by analyzing the orchestration of four UL situations carried out in pub
ry schools of Castile and Leon. In this section, we discuss our original research question out of this issu

s.
chers could design and orchestrate four very di↵erent UL situations about Cultural Heritage adapted to th
These UL situations di↵er in the course in which they are contextualized, the city where they are enacted, or t
of participating students. These di↵erences had an important impact on the design of the UL situations: tho
d in Palencia focus on Medieval Art, while those in Valladolid focus on XIXth Century History. Further, tho

s who have students from rural areas had to locate some tasks in the villages where their students live. We c
the physical access to Cultural Heritage restricts the design of the UL situation and the topics it can cov

n intrinsic restriction when learning in physical spaces that does not appear when using virtual reality (Ch’
020).
the UL situations required the inclusion of additional tasks, defined by the teachers, to the Casual Lea
Despite Casual Learn counted with 10 000 tasks related to Cultural Heritage sites and teachers consider

teresting (they all suggested their students do some of them), they requested to include additional tasks to ada
Learn to their specific learning needs (S1, S3, and S4) or to the student’s context (S2). The reason behind th
eed to contextualize the UL situation for their particular students, and not so much the fact that the tas

le in Casual Learn were semi-automatically created out of data from the Web. Indeed, Mettis and Väljata
reported two UL situations using applications that contained tasks created by experts, and the teachers s
d their own learning tasks.
this makes us consider the need for an application for teachers to include tasks in Casual Learn dataset, whi
ntly published in the Web of Data (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021a). This consideration can be extended to a
application expected to be used to support UL situations since teachers will likely find the set of built-in U
es not exactly meet their learning goals. But we can see that current mobile applications that support inform
about Cultural Heritage do not include a task publication interface (Abril-López et al., 2021; Fermoso et a

This can be problematic if these tools are used to support formal learning processes. In our case, this proble
ved by the researchers, who assumed part of the orchestration load publishing the tasks in Casual Learn.
e, it is part of our future work to develop a task publication application that allows a community of teachers
tasks in Casual Learn dataset, thus facing the problems of social-semantic annotations (Gruber, 2008). Furth
aset can take advantage of the recommendations and guidelines in (VIGIE 2020/654, 2022) for ensuring t
ncy and long-term sustainability of CH annotations.
pragmatic restrictions did not hinder the enactment of the four learning situations. But, in a similar w

r research works (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017; Pérez-Sanagustı́n et al., 2014), we detected that time w
t important pragmatic problem. In our case, time was a especially strict restriction for the second course
lerato” (S1 and S2), since the whole course curriculum focused on preparing the students for the Univers
on exams. In this sense, using an informal learning application, such as Casual Learn, was an advanta
achers and students required little training to understand its functionality and use it. Indeed, students we
ned in any of the four UL situations, and yet they could autonomously use Casual Learn and assume part
estration load. In other cases where educational technology was employed, university students required som
to share the orchestration load (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017). In general, the teachers confirmed that tim

ons and the need to prepared students for standardized external assessment are relevant concerns that hind
ption of new technologies to support UL about Cultural Heritage.
cerning the awareness of the learning process, Casual Learn o↵ered information about the students’ progre
e issues were detected. As other informal learning applications (Abril-López et al., 2021; Fermoso et a
uotsalo et al., 2013) Casual Learn does not define the roles of teachers and learners, so there is no user that h
privileges to obtain further information of what other users are doing. Hence, teachers can only obtain from
the information that such learner voluntarily shares with them. As this study shows, this is enough for tho
ations where the teacher wants to be aware of the students’ out-classroom learning progress, but it may not
for those where the teacher wants to assess such progress. Additionally, Casual Learn awareness mechanism
suitable for large cohorts of students. More convenient features, such as a teacher dashboard, would be mu
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propriate. This is a di↵erence with UL situations supported by formal educational tools, which define ro
hers and students and o↵er further information to the teachers, sometimes including a dashboard (Mettis a
ga, 2020). Some research works showed that the information o↵ered by these educational tools is enough f
ess (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017; Pérez-Sanagustı́n et al., 2014), but further evaluation is required to sho
r it is useful for assessment.
arding the alignment, the integration of Casual Learn with Microsoft Teams was key for the artifact flow fro
in-classroom activities, thus connecting these physical spaces. Casual Learn did support such artifact flow, b
udents searched for alternative solutions to send their answers to the out-classroom tasks to the teacher (e.
their answers in a document and sending it to the teacher). This suggests that many users did not percei

tegration as natural. Indeed, in the four pilots, teachers and students understood Casual Learn and Micros
as independent applications that do not belong to the same technological ecosystem. While this does not ne
negative perception, it highly di↵ers from how users perceived the UL tools employed in other studies that u
onal applications (Pérez-Sanagustı́n et al., 2014), because they were intentionally developed to support form
. In general, tools developed for informal learning may be perceived more like amusement, and thus, besid
nological integration, an e↵ort should be made to appropriate their educational use.
reader should note that Casual Learn is an application developed and maintained by the authors. Usi

Learn instead of another similar informal learning application, such as Smart Zoos (Väljataga and Mett
r Smart Tourism (Fermoso et al., 2015), gave us full control on the application used in the evaluation. Th
facilitated the design, enactment and assessment of the evaluation: we could integrate Casual Learn to t
ogical environment used in the classroom; we could react to any technical problem that arose during t
ent; and we avoided collecting any personal data from the students. While these characteristics were essent

the evaluation possible, they may have introduced a positive bias in the perception of teachers and studen
asual Learn and its potential to support UL situations.
ould also be noticed that the four UL situations reported were carried out during the COVID-19 pandem
ntextual characteristic did not have a big influence on the design or the enactment of the UL situations.
eless o↵ered extra motivation for the teachers as they understood these situations as alternatives to scho
hich were not allowed. On the contrary, it influenced our research methods, since we could not access t
to do observations. This limitation was overcome by weekly interviewing the teachers about the classroo

s, and by triangulating data sources, researchers, and data gathering and analysis techniques, so we cou
ore credible and transferable results.

in all, we can see that non-technical-expert secondary-school teachers could design and orchestrate UL situ
out Cultural Heritage using an application initially developed to support informal learning. The orchestrati
four UL situations was not so di↵erent from others where they used technology specifically developed f

onal purposes: time was the most important pragmatic restriction, and the role of students was key to assum
the orchestration load. We found that adapting the functionality of the application to the UL situation nee
more challenging when using informal learning applications. Moreover, the flow of learning artifacts a
tion between in- and out-classroom activities can also be problematic. On the other hand, we found out th
ining is needed for teachers and students to use Casual Learn in real scenarios. It is still to be explored wheth
formal learning applications also require less training than educational-specific ones.
e recommendations for the design of mobile application for the orchestration of UL can also be derived fro

dy. It is important that they provide a task publication interface for both teachers and students in order to enab
port of a wider range of situations while distributing among them the load associated to this task. A dashboa
also be provided to adequately support the teachers’ awareness of the progress of their students (e.g., adapti
ted HCI design guidelines already proposed by the CL research team in [(Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2018)
er, special attention should be paid to the integration to the application with the learning environments th
ady employed in the educational institution in order to facilitate the flow of learning artifacts and informati
n in- and out-classroom activities.

clusions, limitations and future work

s paper presented a study aimed at exploring the orchestration challenges that arise when non-technical exp
s orchestrate informal–learning tools to support UL activities about Cultural Heritage. With this aim, it an
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ur UL situations where non-technical expert teachers and secondary-school students used Casual Learn. W
tle training, the teachers designed UL situations that were connected to the formal curriculum of their cours
hese activities were enacted and orchestrated for several weeks or months. These findings are significant fro
r training point of view, since they suggest that only short introductory sessions (two one-hour sessions in th
ould be needed before teachers are capable of designing and enacting their own UL situations.

s study also enlarges the scarce empirical base of orchestration of UL situations. It provides additional e
hat include contextual characteristics that are under-explored in the literature: the UL situations happened
ry education, covered topics related to Cultural Heritage, and were supported by an informal learning to
ndings suggest that it is feasible to design and enact UL situations without the need of specifically dev

chnical solutions, such as those employed in the recent literature (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017; Mettis a
ga, 2020). Indeed, the presented study suggests that secondary-education teachers are capable of repurposi
ting mobile application in formal education contexts, an approach that is particularly suitable in the Cultu
e domain, since there already exist several of such applications.
used the 5+3 aspects orchestration framework to structure the evaluation. As in other similar evaluatio
triction was the most important pragmatic problem. In this sense, using Casual Learn alleviated this proble
it was not needed to train the students in order to use the application and to assume most of the orchestrati

the out-classroom activities. However, the alignment of Casual Learn with the technological environment us
lassroom was a problem. Even if we integrated Casual Learn with Microsoft Teams, the artifact flow betwe
out-classroom activities required user proactivity that was not always found. We also detected that the info
that Casual Learn o↵ers about student’s out-classroom activities was enough for the teachers to be aware of t
’s progress, but not enough for assessing them. These findings underline significant technical requirements th
onsidered when selecting existing mobile applications to be repurposed for formal educational goals, or wh
ing or customizing mobile applications specifically aimed at supporting UL. In this sense, we derived som

recommendations regarding the importance of a task publication interface, a dashboard for teacher awarene
integration of learning environments already employed in the educational institution in order to provide a b
ort for the orchestration of UL. We believe these are significant practical lessons learned for both researche
nd developers of UL mobile solutions. These practical implications are in line with what has been demand
L research field (see, e.g., Virtanen et al. (2018)).
study has several limitations: 1) the teachers that participated in the study were volunteers among those w

rt in the training workshops, and even those workshops were not compulsory. As underlined by other resear
see, e.g., Albirini (2006)), volunteering teachers are more prone to show positive attitudes towards innovati
onal ICT tools and pedagogical approaches; 2) Casual Learn is an application developed and maintained
ors, originally conceived for supporting informal learning. This allowed the researchers to, e.g., react

al problems (this only happened once), or to publish new learning tasks defined by the participating teache
oiding teachers a time-consuming responsibility. Obviously, this would not have been possible if a di↵ere
application, not developed by the researchers, had been repurposed. We acknowledge that these circumstanc
ve introduced a positive bias in the perception about Casual Learn. Nevertheless, and despite these limitatio
eve that the thick description of the context of this study, and the triangulation of data sources and analy
ues, can facilitate the transferability of the results to other similar educational context (Guba, 1981; Saldan

finding that teachers would value being able to create their learning tasks is helping us to shape our ongoi
ocalizARTE (Garcı́a-Zarza et al., 2021), an evolution of Casual Learn that again focuses on Cultural Heritag
cawood (Andrade-Hoz et al., 2021), which focuses on environmental education, are also learning applicatio
be used informally, and address this issue o↵ering a task publication interface, so teachers and learners will

publish new tasks, in case they were to be adopted for formal learning. They also integrate a teacher dashboa
teachers’ awareness will improve. We are developing LocalizARTE and Educawood as web applicatio
can be used both by Android and iOS devices. In the near future, we plan to carry out new pilots w

ARTE in secondary education and with Educawood in higher education. Thus, we will further explore t
ration problems of UL situations.
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ix A. Casual Learn usage details

ual Learn (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2020, 2021a) is a mobile application currently available for Android devices
Play1. Casual Learn lets learners access its more than 10 000 geolocalized tasks in two di↵erent modes:

hen Casual Learn is used in passive mode, learners get recommendations of Cultural Heritage sites to vi
nd tasks to carry out. When a learner is close to a Cultural Heritage site, Casual Learn triggers a notificati
the frequency of notifications is a configurable parameter). If the learner accepts the notification, they will s
description of the Cultural Heritage site (e.g., Figure A.3(b,c)). If the learner gets closer than 150 meters fro
e Cultural Heritage site, they can do the tasks related to such site (e.g., Figure A.3(d,e)).

hen Casual Learn is used in active mode, learners browse and select the tasks to carry out. Casual Lea
↵ers a map where the learner can visualize the location of Cultural Heritage sites and the number of tas
vailable in each of them (see Figure A.3(a)). When the learner selects a site, they will obtain its descripti
nd the tasks related to it (e.g., Figure A.3(b,c)). If a task is selected, the learner will see its description (e.
igure A.3(d,e)), but they will only be able to carry it out if their distance to the Cultural Heritage site is le
an 150 meters.

ual Learn tasks may ask the learner to read a text, to take some notes, to take one or several photograp
to record a video. After a task is complete, the learner can share it in social networks (in its current versi
Learn integrates Twitter, Instagram, and Yammer) and also in Microsoft Teams. The learner can also build
o that lists the tasks carried out (see Figure A.3(f)) and share the portfolio with anyone they please.
distinguishing characteristic, Casual Learn is an application based on Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee, 200

s with an initial dataset of more than 10 000 tasks geolocalized in Cultural Heritage sites of Castile and Leo
omatically created out of data from the Web (Ruiz-Calleja et al., 2021b). This initial dataset can be enrich
ng new tasks. Additionally, Casual Learn enables the definition of collections of tasks. For example, t
of the icons to represent Cultural Heritage sites in Figure A.3(a) have three di↵erent colors, thus indicati
↵erent collections of tasks that can be easily distinguished: the icons with a yellow border are sites with tas
to History of Art; the icons with an orange border are sites with tasks related to XIXth Century History; t
ith an ivory border are sites with tasks related to the industrialization of the city of Valladolid.

s://casuallearnapp.gsic.uva.es/
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.3: Snapshots of the user interface of Casual Learn. a) view of the city center of Valladolid; icons represent Cultural Heritage sites wh
of tasks are located. b) description of the Palencia Cathedral. c) description of the Canal of Castile in Valladolid. d) task related

Cathedral; the textual task description is: “Among all the gargoyles of the Palencia Cathedral, the most famous is the one that represe
apher. Find it and look up on the Web the reason why it was built (clue: this gargoyle has to do with Luis Alonso and Jerónimo Arroy
t, record a video where you show the gargoyle and you explain its history”. e) task related to Canal of Castile; the textual task descript
h uses, other than a communication channel, has the Canal of Castile had?”. f) portfolio.
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lights

trating ubiquitous learning situations about Cultural Heritage with Casual Learn mobile application

e studied the challenges that arise in the orchestration of ubiquitous learning situations about Cultural Herita
hen it is supported with a mobile application designed for informal learning.

he study involved 5 teachers and 139 secondary-school students that used Casual Learn mobile application
ubiquitous learning situations that involve both in-classroom and out-classroom activities.

eachers were able to design and orchestrate situations adapted to their needs.

eachers transferred most of the orchestration load of out-classroom activities to students.

he flow of learning artifacts and information between in- and out-classroom activities is a critical issue.
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